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ABSTRACT

The present invention discloses a modulation device for generating an optical signal with quadruple frequency and the modulation method thereof. The modulation device in the present invention utilizes a commercial integrated modulator, a RF signal generator and a phase shifter to generate an optical signal with quadruple frequency. When the RF signal generator generates a first modulation signal, and the phase shifter shifts the first modulation signal by 90 degrees to generate a second modulation signal, the integrated modulator is biased to transmit the optical signal in maximum value and to modulate the first and second modulation signal so as to generate an output optical signal with quadruple frequency.
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MODULATION DEVICE FOR GENERATING OPTICAL SIGNAL WITH QUADRUPLE FREQUENCY AND METHOD THEREOF

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The invention relates to a modulation technique, and more particularly, to a modulation device for generating an optical signal with quadruple frequency and the modulation method thereof.

2. Description of the Related Art
The generation and transmission of millimeter-wave signals over an optical fiber have been intensively investigated for various applications, such as broad-band wireless access networks, radio over fiber (RoF), phase-array antennas, optical sensors, antenna remoting, and radars. The advantages of using millimeter-wave technology lie in the almost unlimited bandwidth and very low propagation loss. With the accelerated development of wireless communications, efficient and cost-effective methods of generating and transmitting millimeter-wave signals are of utmost importance. However, the traditional generation of optical millimeter-wave signals remains a major challenge in various optical fiber-supported systems. Limited by the frequency response of the regular modulator and the electrical components, and equipment, such as amplifiers, mixers, and synthesizers, are very expensive. Therefore, the cost-effective generation of millimeter-wave signals is of great interest for various applications. Numerical optical millimeter-wave signals generation schemes based on frequency multiplication using modulators combined with optical filtering have recently been demonstrated. Nonetheless, these proposed systems are either very complex, suffer from low conversion efficiency and low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) or need more than one optical filter to remove undesired optical sidebands. The unavoidable optical filtering severely hinders the implementation of wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM) RoF systems.

Therefore, to solve the above-mentioned problems, the present invention proposes a novel modulation device and method thereof for generating the optical signal with quadruple frequency. The present invention requires only a single integrated modulator to generate the optical signal, which simplifies the structure of circuit and dramatically reduces the total manufacturing cost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore one of the many objectives of the claimed invention to provide a modulation device for generating an optical signal with quadruple frequency by utilizing a single integrated modulator and the modulation method thereof.

Another objective of the claimed invention is to provide a modulation device and modulation method thereof to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Another objective of the claimed invention is to provide a modulation device and modulation method thereof to simplify the structure of the related art circuit and dramatically reduce the total manufacturing cost.

According to the claimed invention, a modulation device for generating an optical signal with quadruple frequency is disclosed. The modulation device comprises: an electrical signal generator for generating a first modulation signal and a second modulation signal, wherein the phase difference between said first modulation signal and said second modulation signal is 90 degree; an optical signal generator for generating a optical signal; and a first integrated modulator for receiving said optical signal and modulating said optical signal to a first output optical signal with multiple frequency. The first integrated modulator comprises: a first modulation unit for receiving said optical signal and said first modulation signal, and modulating said optical signal according to said first modulation signal while said first modulation unit is biased to transmit said optical signal in maximum value; a second modulation unit for receiving said optical signal and said second modulation signal, and modulating said optical signal according to said second modulation signal while said first modulation unit is biased to transmit said optical signal in maximum value; and a third modulation unit for receiving said first modulation signal and said second modulation signal, and generating said first output optical signal with multiple frequency while said third modulation unit is biased to transmit said first optical signal and said second optical signal in minimum value.

Also according to the claimed invention, a modulation method for generating an optical signal with quadruple frequency is disclosed. The modulation method comprises: receiving and transmitting an optical signal in maximum value, and modulating said optical signal according to a first modulation signal and a second modulation signal, which had 90 degrees phase difference with said first modulation signal, to generate a first optical signal and a second optical signal respectively; and transmitting said first optical signal and said second optical signal in minimum value to generate a first output optical signal with quadruple frequency.

Below, the embodiments of the present invention are described in detail in cooperation with the attached drawings to make easily understood the objectives, technical contents, characteristics and accomplishments of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a modulation device according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically showing the optical spectrum of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically showing the optical waveform of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention; and
FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically showing the electrical spectrum of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Along with the vigorous development of wireless communications, efficient and cost-effective methods of generating and transmitting microwaves and millimeter-wave signals over an optical fiber are of utmost importance. The advantages of using millimeter-wave technology lie in the almost unlimited bandwidth and very low propagation loss. However, the generation of optical millimeter-wave signals is always limited by the frequency response of regular modulator and the cost of electrical components. The present invention proposes a novel frequency quadrupling approach that can generate the optical signals by utilizing a single commercial integrated modulator. The frequency quadrupling technique in the present invention can be intensively investigated for various applications, such as broadband wireless access networks, radio over fiber (RoF), phase-array antennas, optical sensors, antenna remoting, and radars.
Please refer to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a modulation device according to an embodiment of the present invention. The modulation device includes an electrical signal generator 14 for generating a first modulation signal and a second modulation signal. The electrical signal generator 14 includes a radio-frequency (RF) signal generator 10 and a phase shift device 12. The phase shift device 12 can receive the first modulation signal from the RF signal generator 10 and shift the phase of the first modulation signal by 90 degrees to generate the second modulation signal. The modulation device further includes a laser diode 16 for generating an optical signal, and an integrated modulator 24 for receiving and modulating the optical signal to an output optical signal with quadruple frequency. The integrated modulator 24 includes three modulation units 18, 20, and 22. When the first modulation unit 18 receives the optical signal and the first modulation signal, it can be biased at the maximum transmission point, which forces the optical signal in maximum transmission value. Accordingly, the first modulation unit 18 modulates the optical signal according to the first modulation signal to generate a first optical signal. When the second modulation unit 20 receives the optical signal and the second modulation signal, it can be biased at the maximum transmission point, which forces the optical signal in maximum transmission value. Accordingly, the second modulation unit 20 modulates the optical signal according to the second modulation signal to generate a second optical signal. When the third modulation unit 22 receives the first optical signal and second optical signal, it can be biased at the maximum transmission point, which forces the first and second optical signals in minimum transmission value, to introduce an output optical signal with quadruple frequency. In practice, the integrated modulator 24 can be implemented by a commercial Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). Please note that, the MZM modulator is considered well known in the pertinent art and only an example of the integrated modulator 24, and is not meant to be taken as limitations. That is, as will be easily observed by a person of ordinary skill in the art, other embodiments of the present disclosure utilizing different type of modulator are also possible.

Furthermore, the modulation device can connect two same integrated modulators in series. When one integrated modulator outputs a quadruple-frequency output optical signal based on the above-mentioned method, the other integrated modulator can receive that output optical signal and modulate it to generate an octuple-frequency output optical signal.

The modulation method in the present invention provides a frequency quadrupling technique by utilizing a signal integrated modulator. Provided that substantially the same result is achieved, the steps of the following description need not be in the exact order shown and need not be continuous, that is, other steps can be intermediate. First, utilize the RF signal generator 10 to generate the first modulation signal, wherein the first modulation signal is a RF signal. The phase shift device 12 can receive the first modulation signal and shift the phase of the first modulation signal by 90 degrees to generate the second modulation signal. Secondly, send the first and second modulation signal into the first modulation unit 18 and the second modulation unit 20, respectively. The first and second modulation unit 18 and 20 can receive the optical signal from the laser diode 16. Third, the first and second modulation unit 18 and 20 are biased at the maximum transmission point, which forces the optical signal in maximum transmission value. Accordingly, the first and second modulation unit 18, 20 modulate the optical signal according to the first and second modulation signals respectively to generate the first optical signal and the second optical signal. Lastly, utilize the third modulation unit 22 to receive the first optical signal and second optical signal. Then the third modulation unit 22 is biased at the minimum transmission point, which forces the first and second optical signals in minimum transmission value, to introduce an output optical signal with quadruple frequency. In this step, the undesired optical sideband can be removed and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is improved without any optical filter. Since no optical filter is required, the modulation method in the present invention is particularly attractive for WDM RoF® systems.

Furthermore, the modulation method in the present invention can connect two same integrated modulators in series. When one integrated modulator outputs a quadruple-frequency output optical signal based on the above-mentioned method, the other integrated modulator can receive that output optical signal and modulate it to generate an octuple-frequency output optical signal.

The feasibility of the present invention is detailed by the mathematical model as follows. When the optical field of the optical signal is defined as $E_{y}(t)=E_{0}\cos(\omega_{0}t)$, the first modulation signal is $V_{x}(t)=V_{rms}\cos(\omega_{0}t)$, and the second modulation signal is $V_{y}(t)=V_{rms}\cos(\omega_{0}t+\pi/2)$, the optical field of the first optical signal will be $E_{x}(t)=E_{0}\cos(2\omega_{0}t)$, and the optical field of the second optical signal will be $E_{y}(t)=-E_{0}\cos(2\omega_{0}t+\omega_{0}t)$. When the third modulation unit 22 is biased at value of $V_{x}$ which indicates the first and second optical signals have the minimum transmission points, the optical field of the optical output signal is $E_{x}(t)=2E_{0}\cos(\omega_{0}t+\pi/2)(\cos(\omega_{0}t)+\cos(\omega_{0}t+\pi/2))$. The optical field of the laser diode 16 is $E_{0}\cos(\omega_{0}t)$, and the optical field of the modulator 24 is $E_{0}\cos(\omega_{0}t+\pi/2)$. If the first modulation signal is a microwave or millimeter-wave signal, the output optical signal will be a quadruple-frequency microwave or millimeter-wave signal after received by the optical detector. Therefore, the present invention can be applied in the wireless communication so as to reduce the requirement of bandwidth.

Here, commercially available simulation software (e.g., VPI WDM Transmission Maker®) can be employed to verify the performance of the modulation device in the present invention. Assume that the RF signal generator 10 outputs an electrical signal with a frequencies range of 40 GHz. Please refer to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically showing the optical spectrum of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the frequency difference between two strongest signals is about 160 GHz. FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically showing the optical waveform of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the optical waveform of the quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal has 160 GHz frequency. Furthermore, FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically showing the electrical spectrum of a quadruple-frequency millimeter-wave signal generated by the modulation device of the present invention, wherein the frequency of the strongest signal is about 160 GHz. Therefore, based on the mathematical model and the simulation software, the modulation device in the present invention can efficiently provide the feasible millimeter-wave signal with quadruple frequency.

In contrast to the related art modulation schemes, the modulation device in the present invention can generate the quadruple-frequency optical signal with only a single integrated modulator. Therefore, the present invention can simplify the structure of the related art circuit and dramatically reduces the total manufacturing cost.
Those described above are only the preferred embodiments to exemplify the present invention but not to limit the scope of
the present invention. Any equivalent modification or variation
according to the shapes, structures, features and spirit
disclosed in the specification is to be also included within the
scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A modulation device for generating an optical signal
with multiple frequency, which is used to be implemented in
a wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM) system, said
modulation device comprising:
an electrical signal generator for generating a first modu-
lation signal and a second modulation signal, wherein a
phase difference between said first modulation signal
and said second modulation signal is 90 degrees;
an optical signal generator for generating an optical signal;
and
a first integrated modulator for receiving said optical signal
and modulating said optical signal to a first output optical
signal with multiple frequency, said first integrated
modulator comprising:
a first modulation unit for receiving said optical signal
and said first modulation signal, and modulating said optical
signal according to said first modulation signal while said
first modulation unit is biased to transmit said optical
signal in maximum value;
a second modulation unit for receiving said optical signal
and said second modulation signal, and modulating said optical
signal according to said second modulation signal while said
second modulation unit is biased to transmit said optical
signal in maximum value; and
a third modulation unit for receiving said first modulation
signal and said second modulation signal, and generating
said first output optical signal with multiple fre-
quency while said third modulation unit is biased to
transmit said first optical signal and said second optical
signal in minimum value.

2. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said electrical
signal generator comprises:
a RF signal generator for generating said first modulation
signal; and
a phase shifter for receiving said first modulation signal
and shifting a phase of said first modulation signal by 90
degrees to generate said second modulation signal.

3. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said first
modulation signal is a microwaves signal.

4. The modulation device of claim 3, wherein said micro-
waves signal is a millimeter-wave signal.

5. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said first
modulation signal is a RF (radio-frequency) signal.

6. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said optical
signal is from a laser light source.

7. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said optical
signal generator is a laser diode.

8. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein said first
output optical signal is an optical signal with quadruple
frequency.

9. The modulation device of claim 1, wherein when a
optical field of said optical signal is $E_{opt}(t)$, said first
modulation signal is $V_1(t) = V_{m1} \cos(\omega_{m1} t)$, and said
second modulation signal is $V_2(t) = V_{m2} \cos(\omega_{m2} t)$, $2/\pi$, a optical
field of said first optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = E_{m1} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m1} t)$,
and a optical field of said second optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = E_{m2} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m2} t)$, $2/\pi$, $\pi$, $\pi$, $\pi$, and when said third modulation unit is biased at value of $V_m$, a
optical field of said first output optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = E_{m1} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m1} t) + E_{m2} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m2} t) + J_1(m) \cos[(\omega_{m1} + \omega_{m2}) t]$.

10. The modulation device of claim 1, further comprising a
second integrated modulator coupled to said first integrated
modulator, wherein said second integrated modulator has
identical electrical components and structure with said first
integrated modulator, and when said first integrated modu-
lator outputs said first output optical signal with quadruple
frequency, said second integrated modulator receives and
modulates said first output optical signal to generate a second
output optical signal with octuple-frequency.

11. A modulation method for generating an optical signal
with multiple frequency, which is used to be implemented in
a wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM) system, said
modulation method comprising:
receiving and transmitting an optical signal in a maximum
value;
generating a first modulation signal and a second modu-
lationsignal, wherein a phase difference between said first
modulation signal and said second modulation signal is
90 degrees;
modulating said optical signal according to said first modu-
lationsignal using a first modulation unit to generate a
first optical signal, while said first modulation unit is
biased to transmit said optical signal in maximum value;
modulating said optical signal according to said second
modulation signal using a second modulation unit to
generate a second optical signal, while said second modu-
lationsignal is biased to transmit said optical signal in
maximum value; and
transmitting said first optical signal and second optical
signal in the minimum value from a third modulation
unit to generate a first output optical signal having a
frequency of a multiple of a frequency of said first
modulation signal or said second modulation signal, respec-
tively.

12. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein said first
modulation signal is a microwaves signal.

13. The modulation method of claim 12, wherein said
microwaves signal is a millimeter-wave signal.

14. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein said first
modulation signal is RF (radio-frequency) signal.

15. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein said
optical signal is from a laser light source.

16. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein said first
output optical signal is an optical signal with quadruple
frequency.

17. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein when a
optical field of said optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = 2E_{m1} \cos(\omega_{m1} t)$,
said first modulation signal is $V_1(t) = V_{m1} \cos(\omega_{m1} t)$, and said
second modulation signal is $V_2(t) = V_{m2} \cos(\omega_{m2} t)$, $2/\pi$, a optical
field of said first optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = 2E_{m1} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m1} t)$,
and a optical field of said second optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = 2E_{m2} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m2} t)$, $2/\pi$, $\pi$, $\pi$, $\pi$, and when said third modulation unit is biased at value of $V_m$, a
optical field of said first output optical signal is $E_{opt}(t) = 2E_{m1} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m1} t) + 2E_{m2} \cos(\pi V_m \omega_{m2} t) + J_1(m) \cos[(\omega_{m1} + \omega_{m2}) t] + J_2(m) \cos[(\omega_{m1} + \omega_{m2}) t] + \ldots$.

18. The modulation method of claim 11, wherein the step
(A) and the step (B) are performed in an integrated modulator.

19. The modulation method of claim 11, further comprising:
(C) receiving and modulating said first output optical sig-
nal to generate a second output optical signal with octuple-frequency.